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LIST OF SUPERVISED INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS

KHALED EL MENSHAWY - Israeli Relations with the Super Powers and their Effect on the Arab-Israeli conflict.

STEPHEN STAINES - The Evolution of Malta’s Foreign Policy since Independence within the Specific Context of Strategic Objective One.

HOSNI MEKNI - The Right of Self Determination: Implication of the ICJ advisory opinion on the independence of Kosovo for Palestine.

CHEN XINGGONG - EU-Turkey Relations in the Post-Cold War Era—A Geopolitical Perspective

HAQI ALHUSSAINI - Iran and the Palestinian and Israeli Conflict: Is the Iranian Intervention in the Palestinian and Israeli Conflict helping the Palestinians?

GIORGI GOLETAINI - The Use of Force and Responsibility to Protect: the case of Kosovo.

NAZAR SASYN - International Legal Efforts on Combating Contemporary Piracy

MOHAMMED MAAMOUN - The Implications of the Egyptian-EU associations’ agreement on the modernization of the industrial sector in Egypt, the program of the Industrial Modernization Centre (IMC) as case study

IMAN NJALIKAI - Tanzania’s Economic Diplomacy towards the Great Lakes Region

HOUSSEM GHODHBANE - Africa and the Permanent Membership in the UN Security Council

AYAZ MUSTAFAYEV - Turkey and EU: A Clash of Civilizations?

MAYSSA ABUREZEQ - The road towards sustainability of the Palestinian state: Case study water resources